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Abstract
Private Information Retrieval (PIR) hides access patterns when several clients query a
database held by one or more servers. Prior PIR schemes have achieved sublinear communication and computation by leveraging computational assumptions, federating trust among
many servers, relaxing security to permit differentially private leakage, refactoring effort into a
pre-processing stage to reduce online costs, or amortizing costs over a large batch of queries.
In this work, we present an efficient PIR protocol that combines all of the above techniques
to achieve constant amortized communication and computation complexity in the size of the
database, and is the first to scale to more than 105 queries per second deployed on an AWS micro
instance. Our protocol also builds upon a new secret sharing scheme that is both incremental
and non-malleable, which may be of interest to a wider audience. We leverage differentially
private leakage in order to provide better trade-offs between privacy and efficiency. Our protocol
provides security up to abort against malicious adversaries that can corrupt all but one party.
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Introduction

Private Information Retrieval (PIR) [1,2] is a cryptographic primitive that allows a client to retrieve
a record from a public database held by a single or multiple servers without revealing the content
of her query. PIR is the foundation of many privacy preserving systems including private presence
discovery [3, 4], anonymous communication and messaging [5–8], private media and advertisement
consumption [9,10], certificate transparency [11], and privacy preserving route recommendation [12],
among others.
PIR protocols have been developed for a variety of settings, including information theoretic
PIR where the database is replicated across several servers [1], and computational PIR that can be
performed with a single server [2]. The different settings of PIR are limited by various lower bounds
on their computation or communication complexity. In essence, a server must “touch” every entry
in the database when responding to a query, otherwise the server learns information about the
query, namely what the query is not! Relying on cryptographic primitives to obfuscate the identity
of these entries or the access patterns over them does not yield substantial improvements beyond
the naive linear scan [13]. These limitations on earlier PIR protocols led researchers to believe that
PIR had limited practical benefits due to its prohibitive performance costs [14].
Recent PIR protocols [15, 16] demonstrate that these limitations may be mitigated using novel
techniques, including shifting the bulk of the computational work into off-peak hours and amortizing
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costs over several queries. Other lines of work provide relaxed security definitions for PIR [17] and
Oblivious RAM [18]. These new ideas demonstrate that PIR protocols can have either low enough
latency or high enough throughput to use practically in the right scenario [19].
This work We construct a novel PIR protocol suitable for batch processing a very large number
of queries with high throughput and low latency. While the details of our protocol are different
from earlier PIR protocols, at a high level our construction combines:
• The fast (sub-linear, no public key crypto) online runtime of PSIR [15] and Corrigan-Gibbs
and Kogan [16], and
• The high throughput batched shuffling of Vuvuzela and related works [20–23] achieving security up to differentially private leakage [18].
Our information-theoretic online design may be beneficial to the design of future mixnets and
ORAMs. Also, our weaker notion of security still provides a rigorous guarantee: each individual
client retains “plausible deniability” to equivocate on her own query, even if aggregate patterns are
revealed.
In both the online and offline stages, our protocol amortizes work over all queries processed
within a batch, including those made by different clients who are unaware of each other and need
not perform any coordination. When the number of queries approaches or exceeds the size of
the underlying database, the servers’ computation and communication costs amortizes down to
a constant. Additionally, the client work and storage is also constant relative to the size of the
database. Our protocol supports two or more servers, and is secure against a dishonest malicious
majority, up to selective aborts, relying on only standard cryptographic assumptions. Additionally,
our protocol is embarrassingly parallel, and exhibits linear improvements in latency and throughput
when parallelized over additional machines and resources. As a result, our protocol is most useful
in high throughput and high demand applications where the number of queries made across all
clients approaches or exceeds the size of the table, in order to make use of our amortization to its
fullest extent.
A critical building block in the online protocol is a new information-theoretic secret sharing
scheme that is both incremental and non-malleable: servers incrementally reconstruct a shared
secret sequentially one server at a time, each combining one secret share with a running tally
revealed to the next server, while adversaries perturbing any subset of secret share cannot cause
reconstruction to output any specific related secret. This primitive yields a latency boost of over
25× when compared to onion-encryption based techniques since it consists exclusively of cheap
arithmetic operations. Additionally, we believe that this secret sharing scheme is of independent
interest and may be an efficient alternative to heavier public and symmetric key authenticated
onion encryption schemes in other applications like mixnets, moving target defense, verifiable secret
sharing, and custom secure multiparty computation protocols.
Our Contribution

We make three contributions in this work.

1. We introduce a novel PIR protocol that is the first to achieve constant amortized communication and computation complexity in the size of the database over queries made by different
clients, in both its offline and online stages. Our offline stage performs public key operations linear in the size of the database and number of queries, and our online stage consists
exclusively of cheap arithmetic operations.
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2. To achieve a crypto-free online stage, we construct an efficient secret sharing scheme that
is both incremental and non-malleable, based only on modular arithmetic for both sharing
and its reconstruction. We believe this construction yields the simplest (and thus fastest)
information-theoretic scheme that exhibits both properties combined.
3. We implement this protocol and demonstrate its performance and scaling to loads with several
million queries, while achieving an online latency of few seconds on cheap low-resource cloud
environments. Our experiments identify a criterion describing settings where our protocol is
most effective, based on the ratio of the number of queries to the database size.
Organization The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work,
Section 3 summarizes our protocol setting, thread model, and security guarantees. We describe our
novel incremental non-malleable secret sharing scheme, and formalize its guarantees in Section 4.
Our protocol, in both its online and offline stages, is described in detail in Section 5. We discuss
scaling over several parallel machines in Section 6. We show our experimental results in Section 7
and discuss an application case study in section 8. Finally, we discuss future work and extensions
in Section 9. The appendices contain various constructions and proofs demonstrating the security
of our protocol.
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Related Work

Private Information Retrieval Private Information Retrieval (PIR) has been been extensively
studied since its inception [1, 2] in a variety of settings. Information theoretic PIR replicates
the database over several non-colluding servers [24], while computational PIR traditionally uses a
single database and relies on cryptographic hardness assumptions [25–27]. Naive PIR protocols
require linear amount of computation and communication (e.g. sending the entire database over
to the client), and several settings have close-to-linear lower bounds on either their computation or
communication complexities [13]. This led earlier work to conclude that the practical benefits of
PIR are limited [14].
Modern PIR protocols attempt to sidestep or mitigate the impact of lower bounds by using the
following techniques:
• Adding a linear-time pre-processing stage, and designing a protocol with sublinear online
computation [28–30].
• Encoding the database and queries, either via replication or coding theory [15, 16, 29, 31–34].
• Using custom homomorphic primitives [34–36].
• Relaxing security by allowing some leakage [17].
• Batching query handling [11, 15, 16, 29, 34].
These techniques were demonstrated to improve the practicality of PIR protocols [19].
PIR protocols that support batching queries amortize the costs of processing over the queries
in the batch. Certain protocols only allow queries made by a single client to be batched [15, 16, 34].
Others allow batching of queries from different clients, commonly by a transformation to matrix
multiplication [11, 29], to achieve sub-linear (but non-constant) amortized computation per query.
As Table 1 shows, our work provides even lower amortized complexity.
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Table 1: Asymptotic communication and computation complexity of PIR protocols per query. Here,
n is the table size, qc is the number of queries made by a single client, Q is the total number of
queries from all clients, and d < 1 is a constant. Remarks:
† Contains only a sublinear number of public key operations. ¶ No public key operations. ‡ Relies on FHE.
§ The table shows the client-server communication complexity, intra-server communication is in n + Q.

Mixnets Traditional mixnets [37] consist of various parties that sequentially process a batch
of onion-ciphers, and output a uniformly random permutation of their corresponding plaintexts.
Various Mixnet systems [38, 39] add cover traffic to obfuscate various traffic patterns. However,
ad-hoc cover traffic is shown to leak information over time [40].
Recent work mitigates this by relying on secure multiparty computation [41] or differential privacy. Vuvuzela [20] adds noise traffic from a suitable distribution to achieve formal differential
privacy guarantees over leaked traffic patterns, and Stadium [22] improves on its performance by
allowing parallel noise generation and permutation. Similar techniques have been used in private
messaging systems [23], and in differential privacy models that utilize shuffling for privacy amplification [42] or for introducing a shuffled model that lies in between the central and the local
model [43].
While our work has similarities to Vuvuzela, and Mixnets overall, it provides better latency
as it makes the (online) processing of every query significantly cheaper, by eliminating all crypto
operations, relying only on cheap modular arithmetic. This is critical for the success of adapting
such Mixnets techniques to PIR and other applications, where the latency of handling one query
in a batch is limited by the overall processing time for the entire batch (and not just the query).
Differential Privacy and Access Patterns Using differential privacy to efficiently hide access
patterns of various protocols has seen increasing interest in the literature. Earlier work relaxes the
security guarantees of PIR to be differentially private [17] in the semi-honest setting, by putting
the burden on clients to hide their actual query among a number of random queries selected from
an appropriate distribution. This assumes that clients are all honest, and requires the database to
be replicated over a large number of servers.
A larger body of work relaxes the security guarantees of Oblivious RAM (ORAM), a primitive
where a single client obliviously reads and writes to a private remote database [44, 45], to be differentially private. Extensions of ORAM address multi-client settings [46], where the obliviousness
of access patterns must be guaranteed over all users. Differentially private ORAM relaxations [47]
guarantee that neighboring access patterns (those that differ in the location of a single access) occur
with similar probability.
Differentially private access patterns have been studied for searchable encryption [48] and generic
secure computation [18] where the ideal functionality outputs a leakage function over the input
4

data that must itself be differentially private. The security notions between these various works
are tightly connected. DP-PIR can be instantiated from DP-ORAM protocols [47] with similar
differential privacy security relaxation. In both cases, privacy is provided at the level of a user
query/access, and the same noise distribution can be used to hide access patterns similarly to the
classic differentially private histogram release example [49].
Secret Sharing Shamir Secret Sharing [50] allows a user to split her data among n parties such
that any t of them can reconstruct the secret. Secret sharing schemes with additional properties have
been studied for use in various applications. Some schemes, such as additive secret sharing, allow
the secret to be reconstructed incrementally by combining a subset of shares of size k into a single
share that can recover the original secret when combined with the remaining n − k shares. Nonmalleable secret sharing schemes [51,52] additionally protect against an adversary that can tamper
with shares, and guarantees that tampered shares either reconstruct to the original message or to
some random value. Recent work [53] shows generic transformations that construct non-malleable
schemes from input secret sharing schemes over the same access structure. In this work, we design
a secret sharing scheme that is both incremental and non-malleable.

3

System Overview

Our system consists of n clients and m servers labeled c1 , ..., cn and s1 , ..., sm respectively. We
designate s1 and sm as a special frontend and backend server respectively. We assume that every
server si has public key pki known to all servers and clients, with associated secret key ski . Finally,
we assume that every server has a copy of the underlying database, represented as a table T = K : V
consisting of a key and a value column.
We refer to the query made by client ci by q i , and its associated response as ri . We use
i ) and ei , ..., ei to denote the two sets of secret shares created by client i for her
i
(x0 , y0i ), ..., (xim , ym
m
0
query and response. We denote the shared anonymous secrets installed from client ci at server sj
by aij = (tij , tij+1 , xij , yji , eij ). We drop the i superscript when the context is clear.
Finally, our offline protocol uses onion encryption to pass secrets through several servers, where
an onion encryption of anonymous secrets is defined as:
OEnc(i) = Enc(ai0 :: ... :: Enc(aim , skm ) ..., sk0 )

3.1

Setting

Separating the computation into an offline and an online stage, and speeding up the online stage
by performing expensive cryptographic operations in the offline stage, [15, 16] are standard PIR
techniques. Our protocol allows the costs of both offline and online stage to be amortized over
many queries, even ones made by different non-collaborating clients. Unlike previous work, this
amortization allows us to drive the computational cost down to a constant per query, when the
number of queries is in the order or in excess of |T |.
We describe our protocol in terms of a single epoch consisting of an input-independent offline
stage followed by an online stage. Due to input independence, our protocol alllows for executing
executing a larger offline stage in one shot, which can then support several online stages executed
afterwards. Practical deployments may benefit from this feature to run the offline stage when
computing power is cheaper, after which the clients have flexibility to choose when to make their
5

queries. Note that the converse is not true: secrets resulting from several offline stages cannot be
used in any single online computation, or else an adversary could identify which offline stage each
query belongs to.
The client state, created by the offline stage and consumed in the online one, consists exclusively
of random elements. Clients can store the seed used to produce these elements to achieve constant
storage relative to the number of queries and number of servers. A client need only submit her
secrets to the service during the offline stage, and can immediately leave the protocol afterwards.
The client can reconnect at any later time to make a query without any further coordination.
The offline stage is more computationally expensive than the online one. While corresponding
stages operate over batches of the same size, the offline stage performs a linear number of public
key operations overall. We suggest that the offline stage be carried out during off-peak hours (e.g.
overnight), when utilization is low. Furthermore, both our stages are embarrassingly parallel in the
resources of each party, whether via having larger machines with increased CPU power, or more
distributed machines. Thus, it may reasonable to run the offline stage with more resources, if these
additional resources are cheaper to acquire overnight (e.g., Amazon EC2 spot instances).
While the requirements on the offline stage are primarily throughput oriented, the online stage
must exhibit good latency as well. Our offline stage is similar to the Vuvuzela protocol [20],
which exhibits good throughput. However, our experimentation demonstrates that using techniques
similar to Vuvuzela incur large latency over any single query, and is thus unsuited for use in our
online stage, since a response may only be given to a client after the entire batch has been handled,
to avoid leaking information about the secret permutation used to guarantee privacy. This requires
all the work be included in the latency, including the linear number of public key operations.

3.2

Threat Model

Our threat model is the same as Vuvuzela [20]. We tolerate up to m − 1 malicious servers and
n − 1 malicious clients. Our protocol leaks noisy access patterns over the honest clients’ queries,
in the form of a noisy histogram H(Q) = Hhonest (Q) + χ(, δ), such that the histogram release is
differentially private.
Our protocol is secure up to selective abort, and does not guarantee fairness. Adversarial servers
may elect to stop responding to queries, effectively aborting the entire protocol. Furthermore, they
can do so selectively for certain queries. While all servers can decide to drop queries at random, the
frontend server can drop queries based on the identity of the corresponding client, and the backend
server can drop queries based on their value.
We stress that an adversary cannot drop a query based on the conjunction of the client’s identity
and the value, regardless of which subset of servers gets corrupted. Also, an adversary can only
drop a query, but cannot convince a client to accept an incorrect response, since clients can validate
the correctness of received responses locally.

3.3

Interpreting Security

We protect the privacy of any particular query made by an honest client with the guarantees of
differential privacy. In particular, we consider two neighbouring batches of queries Q and Q0 over
n clients. The two query sets consists of identical queries, except for a single client ci , who makes
two different queries q 6= q 0 in the two batches respectively. We formalize this in definition 1.
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Definition 1 (Differentially Private PIR Access Patterns). For all privacy parameters , δ, and
every two query sets Q, Q0 that differ on a single query i (i.e., ∀j 6= i, Q[j] = Q0 [j]), the probabilities
of our protocol producing identical access pattern histograms are similar when run on either query
set configured with the privacy parameters:
P r[H(Q) = H] ≤ e P r[H(Q0 ) = H] + δ
One way to interpret our differentially private guarantees is to note that it provides any client
with plausible deniability guarantees: a client that makes query q can claim that her true query
was q 0 6= q, and external distinguishers cannot falsify this claim since the probability of either case
inducing any same histogram of access patterns is similar.
This definition is identical to that of Mazloom and Gordon [18]. Whereas traditional differential
privacy mechanisms trade privacy for accuracy, by introducing noise into the output, schemes
meeting this definition trade privacy for performance, such that increasing privacy (lowering  and
δ) results in additional noise queries and thus increased load on the system.
We have chosen to define security in terms of a leakage function, rather than using a game
formulation [17], because it interacts better with simulation-based security proofs, which we use to
show the security of our protocol. Simulation-based security holds when the protocol is sequentially
composed, which extends our security to cases where several online stages are pooled together into
a single offline stage. Furthermore, sequential composition adds up nicely with differential privacy
composition guarantees, when several instances of the protocol are run over (potentially) correlated
queries.
Note that our leakage is defined over plaintext values in the database. In the ORAM domain, it
is common to define leakage over ciphers, since the database is encrypted or garbled. In our setting,
these two definitions are equivalent. We experimented with alternative formulations, where the
underlying database is encrypted in the offline stage, and queries and responses are correspondingly
encrypted and decrypted during the online stage. However, this did not improve privacy: the
adversary can transform the histogram over ciphers to an equivalent one over plaintexts.
The adversary can choose its noise query according to an alternate distribution that differentiates entries in the database (e.g. make all the noise query against a single key). The leakage
information contains this noise, in addition to the honest noise inserted by honest servers. While
this leakage remains differentially private, the adversary can use its alternate distribution to correlate ciphers (over which the leakage is produced) with plaintexts (over which the malicious noise
queries are made). The adversary can correlate these entries with more certainty the more noise
it is allowed to inject into the system. This remains possible to do even if a server’s ability to
introduce noise is limited (e.g., with noise verification and ZK proofs), if the adversary can corrupt
(or register its own) clients and use their actual queries to skew the histogram distribution.
This seems to be an inherent limitation of protocols that allow the adversary control over a
portion of noise or input queries, which applies beyond our specific setting and beyond PIR. While
traditional client-server ORAM does not have this limitation, since all queries are made by the
client, other extensions of ORAM, such as mutli-client or multi-server ORAM may exhibit this
equivalence of leakage over ciphers and plaintexts.
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4

Incremental Non-malleable Secret Sharing

Mixnets traditionally organize computation sequentially in a chain over servers, and rely on public
key onion encryption in order to pass secrets meant for subsequent servers through previous servers.
However, this induces a large number of public key operations, proportional to m × (|T | + |Q|).
We use cheaper arithmetic-based secret sharing scheme instead of onion encryption during our own
online stage.
The secret sharing scheme must provide similar security guarantees to onion encryption, to
ensure that input and output queries are untraceable by external adversaries:
1. Secrecy: As long as one of the shares is unknown, reconstruction cannot be carried out by an
adversary.
2. Independence: An adversary cannot link any partially reconstructed output from a set of
outputs to any shared input in the corresponding input set.
3. Non-Malleability: An adversary who perturbs any given share cannot guarantee that the
output of reconstruction with that perturbed share satisfies any desired relationship. In
particular, the adversary cannot perturb shares intelligently to enforce that corresponding
reconstruction yields a specific value (e.g., 0), or a specific function of the original secret (e.g.,
adding a fixed offset).
Non-malleability is critical for preserving security for cases where the last (backend) server is
corrupted. The backend can observe the final reconstructed values of all queries, and can identify
queries perturbed by earlier colluding servers. If the perturbation can be undone (e.g. by removing
a fixed offset), then the backend can learn the value of the query, and link it to information known
by other servers, such as the identity of its corresponding client.
The first two properties can be easily achieved with any appropriately-thresholded secret sharing
scheme. Secrecy is guaranteed since reconstruction is impossible without knowing all the shares.
Independence can be enforced by having every query use an independent random set of shares.
However, non-malleability excludes several such schemes, such as additive or XOR-based sharing.
Furthermore, our protocol is incremental : a server processing a set of input messages consumes
its allocated shares for these queries to produce the output messages, until the final server finishes
processing, and the original queries are reconstructed.
While several non-malleable secret sharing schemes exist [51, 52], they don’t satisfy our incremental design. It would have been possible to use different primitives that satisfy these properties,
such as authenticated onion symmetric-key encryption. However, these operations remain more
expensive than simple information theoretic secret sharing schemes that can be implemented with
a handful of arithmetic operations.
Our Sharing Scheme Given a secret q, a prime modulus z, and an integer m, our scheme
produces m + 1 pairs (x0 , y0 ), (x1 , y1 ), ..., (xm , ym ), each representing a single share of q. All x and
y shares are chosen independently at random from Fz and F∗z respectively, except for the very first
pair x0 , y0 , whose values are set to:
−1
x0 = ((q − xm ) × ym
... − x1 ) × y1−1 mod z,

y0 = 0

Note that all shares except the first one can be selected prior to knowing q.
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The secret q can be constructed incrementally, by consuming a running tally lj−1 and one secret
share (xj , yj ) at a time and producing a new running tally lj of the reconstruction, such that lm = q:
l0 = y0 × 1 + x0 mod z
lj = yj × lj−1 + xj mod z
Secrecy It is obvious that knowing only m shares or less provides no information about the
secret, since there is an equal number of combinations of values in the remaining share pair that
produce any desired output when reconstructed, regardless of the initial secret.
Incremental Non-malleability Security Game We describe the following security game between an adversary and an incremental sharing dealer. The dealer possesses a fixed secret share h,
while the adversary produces two partial tallies l, l0 of its own choosing, such that l 6= l0 .
In the real world, the dealer computes the next two tallies R(l, h), R(l0 , h) by applying our
scheme’s incremental reconstruction function to l and l0 with its fixed share. In the ideal world, the
dealer computes R(l, h) correctly, and produces a random value for the second tally r. The aim of
the adversary is to distinguish between the real and ideal world.
The adversary here represents all parties in an incremental reconstruction protocol up to and
excluding the last honest party, the first tally produced by the dealer represents the non-tampered
tally resulting from all of these parties following the reconstruction protocol correctly, while the
second tally represents the tampered tally resulting from some of these parties using tampered
shares (or deviating arbitrarily from the protocol). The dealer represents the last honest party.
The game demonstrates that regardless of what tampering the adversary performs (it has the
freedom to select any tallies), the next tampered partial tally is indistinguishable from a random
one, even knowing what the non-partial tally should have been. This is a strong guarantee that
implies that the actual tally cannot be extracted from the tampered one, since the existence of
any such extraction mechanism provides a way to distinguish the real and ideal world. Theorem 1
demonstrates our construction satisfies this security game. We provide a proof of the theorem in
Appendix D.
Theorem 1 (Incremental Non-malleability of Our Scheme). The real and ideal dealers from the
incremental non-malleability security game are statistically indistinguishable, when the game is
instantiated with our secret sharing scheme.
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5.1

Protocol
Intuition

With differential privacy, the amount of noise needed to make a histogram release private only
depends on the number of cells in the histogram, but not its actual values. In our setup, this
translates to having noise queries induced by the system independently of the number of queries.
This differs from how one might achieve perfect secrecy using the strategy of adding cover noise,
where the servers would need to pad all entries to the largest value.
The independence of the DP noise from the number of input queries is desirable. It allows for
scaling to a very large number of queries, which amortizes the cost of the noise queries. However, this
only works if the noise and real queries produced by honest servers and clients are indistinguishable
9

Algorithm 1 Client Offline Stage
Input: Nothing.
Output: Shared anonymous secrets a0 , ..., am , one per each of the m servers.
1. Generate Random Values: For each Server sj , the client generates 4 values all sampled
uniformly at random: (1) A globally unique identifier tj . (2) Two incremental pre-shares
xj ∈ {0, ..., z} and yj ∈ {1, ...z}. (3) An additive pre-share ej ∈ {0, ..., z}.
2. Build Shared Anonymous secrets: The client builds aj = (tj , tj+1 , xj , yj , ej ), for every
server 1 ≤ j ≤ m, using the generated random values above, with tm+1 = ⊥. These secrets
are stored by the client for later use in the online stage.
3. Onion Encryption: The client onion encrypts the secrets using the correspond server’s
public key, such that OEnc(m) = Enc(am , skm ) and OEnc(j) = Enc(aj :: OEnc(j + 1), skj ).
4. Secrets Submission: The client sends the onion encrypted cipher OEnc(1) to the s1 . The
client can leave the protocol as soon as receipt of this message is acknowledged.

from each other. This means that any query (fake or real) in the processed output set of an
honest server should not be correlated with any query in the input set of that server, even when the
adversary has complete view of the inputs and outputs, but not the honest server’s secret state. We
achieve this by ensuring that honest servers both shuffle the input queries and re-randomize their
values. We rely on onion decryption to perform this randomization in the offline stage, while relying
on our incremental non-malleable reconstruction during the online stage, which uses anonymous
secrets produced during the offline stage.
As an optimization, we do not need to use a non-malleable secret sharing scheme for response
handling. This is because the adversary cannot observe the final response output, which is only
revealed to the corresponding client, and thus cannot observe any useful information from the effects
of the perturbation. Our protocol uses additive secret sharing, since every share in it consists of
a single group element, while shares of our incremental non-malleable scheme consists of two field
elements.

5.2

Offline Stage

Our offline stage consists of a single sequential pass over the m servers. Clients generate random
secrets locally, and submit them after onion encryption to the first server in the chain. The first
server receives all such incoming messages from clients, until a configurable granularity is reached,
e.g. after a certain time deadline passes, or after a certain number of messages from clients is
reached. All incoming messages at that point constitutes the input set for that server, which get
processed by that server into an output set of a larger size, since the server also injects its own
messages into the set, consisting of its own random secrets that she needs to perform the noise
addition in the online stage later on. Algorithms 1 and 2 show the client and server portions of the
offline stage respectively.
The output set contains onion ciphers, encrypted under the keys of the subsequent servers in
the chain. None of the plaintexts decrypted by the current server survives, it is all consumed and
stored in the server’s local mapping for use during the online stage. No linkage between messages
10

Algorithm 2 Server sj Offline Stage
Input: The underlying database T = K; V , and privacy parameters , δ.
Output: A mapping M of unique tag tj i to its corresponding shared anonymous secrets aij , one
per incoming request i. A list of shared anonymous secrets L, each entry containing a secret aj 0
per server sj 0 > sj . Histogram N of noise queries.
1. Onion Decryption: For every received onion cipher OEnc(j)i , the server decrypts the
cipher with its secret key sk( j), producing aj i and OEnc(j + 1)i .
2. Anonymous Secret Installation: For every decrypted secret aij = (tij , tij+1 , xij , yji , eij ), the
server installs entry (tij+1 , xij , yji , eij ) mapped by key tij in its local mapping M , for later user
in the online stage.
If j < m:
3. Noise Pre-Sampling: The server samples a histogram representing counts of noisy query
to be added
P for every key in the table N ← χ(, δ), and computes the total count of such
noise S = N .
4. Anonymous Noise Secret Installation: The server generates S many anonymous secrets
and onion encrypts them for all servers sj 0 > sj , using the same algorithm as the client. The
server stores these secrets in L.
5. Shuffling and Forwarding: The server shuffles all onion ciphers, either decrypted from
incoming messages, or generated by the previous step, and sends them over to the next server
sj+1 .

in the input and output sets is possible without knowing the server’s secret key, since the ciphers
in the input cannot be used to distinguish between possible (sub-components of) their plaintexts
(by CPA-security), and since the output set is uniformly shuffled.
The number of shared anonymous secrets injected by a server and stored at subsequent servers
must suffice to handle all noise queries that the server needs to inject in the online stage. As a
result, our protocol requires the server to pre-sample the histogram of noise during the offline stage
to determine the total count of noise queries that will be used during the online stage, and inject
precisely the needed amount of shared anonymous secrets into the output set. While the sampling
of a histogram is cheap, the construction of the anonymous secrets is expensive, since each secret
needs to be onion encrypted with the keys of the subsequent servers. Note that this sampling and
construction does not depend on the input messages from clients or previous servers.
Finally, note that no entry in the output set of a server can be sent over to the next server until
the first server finishes processing all of its input set. Otherwise, an adversary with view of both
input and output sets can learn information about the shuffling order, either directly by observing
that an output message cannot correspond to an input message that the server did not receive yet,
or more indirectly by observing timing information. To avoid wasting server resources subsequent to
the server currently processing its input set, we have these subsequent servers spend their resources
pre-sampling the noise, and onion-encrypting the shared anonymous secrets they need to inject, so
that onion encryption operations are no longer on the critical path of the computation. Note that
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Algorithm 3 Client Online Stage
Input: A query q, and a shared anonymous secrets aj per server sj stored from the offline stage.
Output: A response r, corresponding to the value associated to q by table T .
1. Compute Final Incremental Secret Share: Client computes l = x0 , so that (x0 , 0)
combined with (x1 , y1 ), ..., (xm , ym ) is a valid sharing of q, per our incremental secret sharing
scheme.
2. Query Submission: Client sends (t1 , l) to the first server on the chain s1 .
3. Response Reconstruction:
Client receives a response r1 from s1 . The client reconstructs
P
the response r0 = r1 − ej mod z.
4. Response verification: The client ensures that the response r0 = (q, r), where q is the
original query. Furthermore, it verifies that it is signed against pk = (pk1 , ..., pkm ).

the first server can perform this onion encyption ahead of time or while client queries are being
batched.

5.3

Online Stage

Our online stage is structured similarly to the offline stage. However, it requires going through the
chain of servers twice. The first phase moves from the clients to the backend server, where every
server injects its noise queries into the running set of queries, and incrementally reconstructs the
values of received queries. The second phase moves in the opposite direction, with every server
removing responses to their noise queries, and incrementally reconstructing the values of received
responses, until the final value of a response is reconstructed by its corresponding client. The
details of the client and server portions of the online protocol are shown in Algorithms 3 and 4,
respectively.
The last server in our chain, which we call the backend server, operates differently than the rest
of the servers. The backend gets to see the reconstructed query set, and find their corresponding
responses in the underlying database. The backend need not add any noise queries, which alleviates
the need for shuffling or batching at the backend. On the other hand, all other servers need to
inject noise and ensure that they only start sending their output queries and responses sets after
they are done processing their corresponding input set.
When a client makes a real query, or a server makes a noise query, they attach an ephemeral,
anonymous tag to it that identifies which anonymous secret installed at the very next server should
be used when handling this query. That installed secret itself contains a corresponding tag that
in turn identifies which secret at the next server should be used then, and so on. This onioning
of tags mirrors the onion encryption technique, and relies on it for anonymity. Corrupted servers
preceding the first honest server can identify any client query, either by revealing each of their
shuffling orders to each other, or by tracking the offline shuffling orders of the tag corresponding to
that query. However, corrupted servers succeeding the honest server cannot: they cannot link tags
in the offline stage to their owners, since the honest server onion decrypts and shuffles during that
stage, and they cannot link the queries during the online stage, since their values are modified by
incremental reconstruction and their onioned-tags are determined by the honest server.
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Algorithm 4 Server sj Online Stage
Input: The underlying database T = K; V , the mapping M , list L, and noise histogram N stored
from the offline stage.
Output: Nothing.
1. Anonymous Secret Lookup: For every received query (tji , lji ), the server finds the corresponding anonymous secret from the offline stage at M [tji ] = (tj+1
, xji , yij , eji ).
i
2. Query Handling: For every received query, the server computes the output query
(tj+1
, R(lji , (xji , yij ))) using the corresponding anonymous secret, where R is our scheme’s
i
incremental reconstruction function. The server also stores the corresponding pre-additive
secret share eji .
If j < m:
3. Noise injection: The server makes output queries per stored noise histogram N , using the
stored list of anonymous secrets L and the client’s online protocol. Note that there are exactly
as many secrets in L as overall queries in N by construction.
4. Shuffling and Forwarding: The server shuffles all output queries, both real and noise, and
sends them over to the next server sj+1 , when the server receive the corresponding responses
from sj+1 , she de-shuffles them using the inverse order used by shuffling.
5. Response Handling: All received responses corresponding to noise queries generated by
i
this server are discarded. For every remaining received response rj+1
, the server computes the
j
i
i
output response rj = rj+1 + ei mod z. Responses and pre-additive shares can be associated
because the responses are deshuffled.
6. Response Forwarding: The server send out all computed output responses to the previous
server on the chain, without any further shuffling, so that the previous server can deshuffle
them accordingly. If this server is the very first server, the responses are instead sent to their
respective clients, which can be identified since the responses are de-shuffled and match the
received queries’ order.
If j = m:
7. Response Lookup: The backend server does not need to inject any noise or shuffle. Instead,
i , (xm , y m )) reconstructs to the original query value,
after an input query is handled, R(lm
i
i
given that the query was handled honestly up to this point. The backend server finds the
0
corresponding response value rmi by looking the query up in table T . If the query was not
found, the server sets r0 to be any random value (or a value that corresponds to error), so
that malicious clients cannot deny service to other clients by making incorrect queries.
0

i = ri +
8. Response Handling: The server computes the corresponding output response rm
m
m
ei mod z. The server sends the output response to the previous server on the chain, without
any shuffling.
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A similar approach is used during the second phase when responses are handled. The response
values themselves are incrementally reconstructed using additive pre-shares installed during the
offline stage. Furthermore, we do not need to send or keep track of any tags, instead a server
can link a response to a query in her input sets via their order, which can be used to identify the
appropriate additive pre-share to use. Our protocol achieves this by requiring that every server
deshuffles the responses it receives inverting the shuffling it performed on its input queries.
A malicious server may deviate from this protocol in a variety of ways: it may de-shuffle
responses incorrectly (by using a different order), attach a different tag to a query than the one
the offline stage dictates, or set the output value corresponding to a query or response arbitrarily
(including via the use of an incorrect pre-share). The offline stage does not provide a malicious
server with additional deviation capability: any deviation in the offline stage can be reformulated
as a deviation in the online stage, after carrying out the offline stage honestly, with both deviations
achieving identical effects. Additionally, a backend server may choose to provide incorrect responses
to queries by ignoring the underlying database T .
Each of these deviations has the same effect: queries that are affected or mishandled by the
deviation will end up reconstructing to a random value, by non-malleability. Note that mishandling
in the response round will result in these responses reconstructing to an unverifiable value at the
client side, unless the malicious servers can forge signatures. In either case, this implies that affected
clients will identify that the output they received is incorrect and reject it. Ergo, servers can only
use this approach to selectively deny service to some clients or queries. A malicious frontend can
deny service to any desired subset of clients by mishandling their queries (or responses), a malicious
backend can deny service to any number of client who queried a particular entry in the database,
by incorrectly responding to such queries, and any server can deny service to random clients by
mishandling random queries or responses. However, note that the backend and frontend capability
cannot be combined even when colluding: because at least one honest server exists between the
frontend and backend, the backend server cannot link queries it received to those the frontend
server produced, and therefore cannot link them to client identities. These guarantees are similar
to those of Vuvuzela [20] and many other mixnet systems.

5.4

Formal Security

We rigorously specify our security guarantee in Theorem 2, which refers to the ideal functionality
defined in Algorithm 5. The ideal functionality formalizes our notion of “selective” abort. In
particular, it formalizes capabilities of the adversary to deny service to certain clients based on
client identity, query value, or neither (depending on which servers are corrupted).
Theorem 2 (Security of our protocol Π). For any set A of adversarial colluding servers and
clients, including no more than m − 1 servers, there exists a simulator S, such that for client inputs
q 1 , ..., q n , we have:
ViewReal (Π, A, (q 1 , ..., q n )) ≈ ViewIdeal (F, S, (q 1 , ..., q n ))
A construction of the simulator and proof for Theorem 2 are shown in Appendices A and B.

5.5

Differential Privacy

Our security theorem contains leakage revealed to the backend server in the form of a histogram over
queries made by honest clients and honest servers. Our privacy guarantees hinge on this leakage
14

Algorithm 5 Ideal Functionality F
Input: A set of queries q i , one per client, underlying database T = K; V , and privacy parameters
, δ.
Output: A set of responses ri , one per client, either equal to the correct response or ⊥.
Leakage: A noisy histogram H revealed to sm .
1. if s1 is corrupted, F receives a list of client identities from the adversary. These clients are
excluded from the next steps, and receive ⊥ outputs.
2. F reveals the noised histogram H = Hhonest + N to the backend server sm , where Hhonest is
the histogram of queries made by honest clients not excluded by the previous step, and N is
sampled at random from the distribution of noise χ(, δ).
3. if the backend is corrupted, F receives a list of counts ci for every entry in the table ki , and
outputs ⊥ to ci -many clients, randomly chosen among the remaining clients that queried ki .
4. if any server, other than sm and s1 , is corrupted, F receives a number c, and outputs ⊥ to
c-many clients, randomly chosen among the remaining clients.
5. if s1 is corrupted, F receives an additional list of client identities to receive ⊥.
6. F outputs T [q i ] for every client i not excluded by any of the steps above.

being differentially private, which in turn depend on the underlying noise distribution. Several
differentially private mechanisms exist in the literature for a variety of functions and statistics.
Our application requires that the noise we add be non-negative (we cannot add a negative amount
of queries) and integer (e.g., we cannot add half a query), plus it is desirable to have an upper bound
on the amount of queries. Algorithm 6 details how we modify the standard Laplace mechanism
to satisfy these properties. Theorem 3 proves that this distribution indeed provides differential
privacy. The proof can be found in Appendix C.
Theorem 3 (Leakage is Diferentially Private). H = Hhonest +χ(, δ) is (, δ)-Differentially Private.
Standard unmodified Laplace noise traditionally provides the best noise to privacy ratio, and
we believe our modified Laplace still exhibits good performance. However, other distributions exist
in the literature and some have been used for hiding access patterns in oblivious protocols. Some
of these distributions may provide different trade-offs, particularly distributions that are discrete
(e.g., two-sided geometric [18] or Poisson [22]), are non-negative (e.g., geometric) or have finite
support (e.g., binomial). All of these distributions will require some amount of modification to
be used in our context, and it is well understood that using one-sided noise (e.g., non-negative)
induces a δ loss.
In addition to optimizing for the mean of the distribution, which estimates the mean latency
and through put of the system, the variance can be interesting for applications or setups that
benefit from increased predictability between epochs. The variance also influences how δ behaves
as a function of the bounds on the amount of noise added, such that the higher the variance is the
larger the range of the allowed noise should be to achieve the same δ. We note that the Laplace
mechanism has well known exploits when implemented using floating point arithmetic [54], although
15

Algorithm 6 Noise Query Sampling Mechanism χ(, δ)
Input: The size of the table |T |, and privacy parameters , δ.
Output: A histogram N over T representing how many noise queries to add per table entry.
−1
1. B := |CDFLaplace(0,2/)
( 2δ )|.

For every i ∈ |T |:
2. li ←
− Laplace(0, 2 ).
3. li0 := max(−B, min(B, li )) + B.
4. Ni := floor(li0 ).

careful reformulation of our modified Laplace distribution is sufficient to overcome them, since our
distribution is over integers.
The lower bound on noise values in our modified distribution is 0. This means that with some
non-zero probability, an entry in the table may have no noise queries made against it. Imagine
that the set of client queries also did not refer to this entry, this information is then leaked by the
noised histogram. A symmetric observation can be made for the upper bound on the noise. This
leakage is configurable and modeled via δ, such that the smaller the δ the less likely such an event
occurs, at the cost of a larger mean and upper bound on the amount of noise queries. This behavior
remains identical even if the lower bound is set to a different non-zero value by shifting.

6

Scaling and Parallelization

Our protocol benefits greatly from parallelizing it over multiple machines with increased networking
and computing resources. This is particularly important for our offline stage, which is CPU-bound
because of its public key operations.
In a non-parallel setting, the notions of a party and a server are identical. For scaling, we
allow parties to operate multiple single or multi-core machines. These machines form a single trust
domain because they are owned by the same party. In other words, we assume that if one of these
machines is corrupted, all other machines belonging to the same party are also corrupted. This
maintains our security guarantees at the level of a party, particularly, the protocol remains secure
even if only one party (and all its machines) is honest. This setup allows machines owned by the
same party to share all their secret state, including anonymous secrets installed at any of them
during the offline stage, as well as the noise query they select.
Our overall design is simple: any machine mji belonging to party j only communicates with a
single machine mj−1
and mj+1
from the preceding and succeeding parties. mji communicates with
i
i
these two machines to receive inputs and send outputs respectively. A machine also communicates
with all other machines belonging to the same party for shuffling. This design is shown in Figure 1.
It is important that shuffling be uniform globally over all messages received by all machines
of the same party, so that the identity of the machine that sends the output message to the next
party, as well as the relative order of that message, leaks no information about its source.
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Figure 1: Parallel Design
Distributing Noise Generation Since we are generating noise independently for each entry in
the table T , we can parallelize the generation by assigning each machine an equal subset of table
entries to generate noise for, e.g. mji is responsible for generation all noise queries corresponding
to {T [k] | k % j = 0}. This distribution is limited by the number of entries in the table. If
parallelizing noise generation beyond this limit is required, an alternate additive noise distribution
(e.g. Poisson [22]) can be used instead, which allows several machines to sample noise for the
same table entry from proportionally smaller distribution, while maintaining the desired global
distribution.
Distributed Shuffling There are several candidate coordination-free distributed shuffling algorithms that may be used in our setting, the simplest is to have each machine determine a target
machine for every query uniformly at random, and have that machine shuffle all messages it receives
locally. This simple algorithm ensures that the expected number of messages targeted at each machine is the same, but with some non-zero variance. This variance is undesirable, our protocol is
extremely synchronized between parties, with one party only sending out messages to the next one
after all its messages have been processed, which means that a party (and our protocol) is as fast as
the slowest machine. Therefore, we prioritize maintaining an identical load of queries per machine.
Since machines belonging to the same party are in the same trust domain, they can agree on
a single secret seed, which is used to simulate a global shuffle over all the inputs to that party at
every machine locally. This can be done knowing only the size of the input set, rather than all the
elements in it. For any given machine, this global shuffle indicates which machine is the target for
each of its input messages, it also indicates what is the local ordering of messages within a target
machine. This ensures that the load of every machine is identical, without the need for coordinating
over the network. However, it does require that machines perform this simulated shuffle over the
entire number of inputs, rather than only their own. We mitigate this by having machines perform
this shuffling simulation prior to receiving their inputs, such as during the time when previous
parties are still processing. Therefore, the shuffling simulation is not executed on the critical path
of our protocol, and the protocol exhibits perfect parallelism.
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Distributing Offline Anonymous Secrets At any given party, both noise and real queries are
unlikely to be processed by the same machine that processed their corresponding anonymous secrets
during the offline stage, particularly because the shuffling order is independent in both stages, but
also since in practical deployments, machines may be removed and new machines may be added by
the party between the two stages to satisfy changing demand, especially in scenarios where multiple
online stages are pooled over a single larger offline stage.
While it is possible to construct a mapping identifying which machine has the secrets for each
query based on the tag attached to the query, this mapping is asymptotically as large as the secrets
themselves, and adds additional networking burden, since the query must first be sent from the
machine that initially received it to the machine that can process it, which in turn must send it
to the target machine for shuffling. Instead, it is more desirable for all the machines within a
party to exchange and replicate the secrets after the offline stage, so that any machine is capable
of processing any given query.
Our experiments and implementation assume that the entire set of secrets can fit on any single
machine’s main memory. In practice, this can become a limitation when the number of queries
becomes too large, and distributing the storage becomes critical. While it is possible to use hard
drives or SSDs to store these secrets, we believe that the overhead of searching for and reading
the secrets from slower storage mediums may introduce significant overheads. Instead, a better
alternative is to use a remote distributed in-memory file system or key value storage, especially
ones that support Remote direct memory access (RDMA), offload filtering (e.g. by tag) to the
remote machine, and allow batching of multiple requests to amortize network round-trip time over
multiple queries. These techniques are gaining in popularity in modern distributed systems, and
have been implemented was success in various research [55, 56] and production systems [57, 58].

7
7.1

Experimental Results
Setup

All our experiments are run on Amazon EC2 t2.micro instances. These are free tier eligible with
a single 2.5GHz core, 1 GB of RAM, and low network bandwidth. Our measured time, displayed
on the y-axis, represents the end-to-end runtime of our entire protocol. For the offline stage, this
is the total runtime from the start of the stage until all secrets are installed on all servers. For
online stage experiments, this is the wall time of the client whose query was the longest to satisfy.
Because our system is highly synchronized, i.e. all the queries have to be processed by each party
before they are sent to the next party (or back to the clients), the end-to-end time represents the
longest latency any one client experiences, as well as the total time it takes to process all queries.
All online stage experiments are run against a table of size 10k, 2 parties, and 1M queries. All
offline stage experiments are run against a table of size 1k, 2 parties, and 100k queries, except
when otherwise noted in the x-axis. We use privacy parameters  = 0.1 and δ = 0.0001 in all
our experiments. Our implementation is open source, and available at https://github.com/
multiparty/DP-PIR.

7.2

Results

Our experiments demonstrate that the primary factor affecting the performance of our protocol
|Q|
is the ratio P = |N
| of real to noise queries, where the expected number of noise queries is µ ∗
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(a) End-to-end offline time over
varying query loads

(b) End-to-end offline time over
varying database sizes

(c) End-to-end offline time over
varying number of parties

(d) End-to-end online time over
varying query loads

(e) End-to-end online time over
varying database sizes

(f) End-to-end online time over
varying number of parties

Figure 2: End-to-end runtime for the offline (top) and online (bottom) stages as a function of query
load (left), database size (middle), and number of parties (right). The exact setup is described in
Section 7.1.
|T | ∗ |parties|. Table 2 shows hard baselines exhibited by our system, both in terms of throughput
and total dollar cost. These baselines are defined over the overall queries in the system, both real
and noise. Thus, the system is not guaranteed to meet these baselines. Instead, our experiments
demonstrate that the system approaches these baselines as the ratio P grows larger. Furthermore,
the baselines do not include speedups from parallelization and deployment using large machines.
Figures 2a and 2d demonstrate how this ratio affects the system. While we expect and show
that our protocol scales linearly with the number of queries both in the offline and online stages, we
observe that the slope of this linear growth is governed by the ratio P . When the number of real
queries dominates the performance and exceeds the amount of noise injected into the system, this
slope approaches 1. As P keeps on growing with the number of queries, the cost of processing noise
queries remains fixed and quickly becomes negligible. As a result, our protocol amortizes costs per
query down to a constant.
Figures 2b and 2e display a similar story to the previously discussed figures. Increasing the
table size results in a linear increase in the number of noise queries. When P remains large, these
increases do not observably affect the overall performance of the system. As the number of noise
queries dominates P , their increase overwhelms the overall performance cost, causing the slopes in
these two subfigures to approach 1.
Finally, our online and offline stages both exhibit perfect parallelism, as seen in Figure 3. This
is particularly true for the offline stage, which is heavily CPU-bound because of the large number
of public key operations performed in it. Our online stage on the other hand is mostly network
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(a) Offline stage scaling

(b) Online stage scaling

Figure 3: Scaling our protocol over parallel machines.

Parties
2
3
4
5

Offline
Queries/sec $/1M Queries
6250
0.001
4137
0.0023
3108
0.0041
2400
0.0053

Online
Queries/sec $/1M Queries
154321
4 × 10−5
100502
9 × 10−5
73260
17 × 10−5
57471
28 × 10−5

Table 2: Baseline throughput and cost over real and noise queries.
bound. However, it still benefits from parallelizing over machines with independent network resources, since that enables the network bandwidth to be utilized more effectively. Increasing the
number of machines from 1 to 2 exhibits a less than perfect speed up, since the introduction of
distributed shuffling, relative to a single machine’s local shuffling, causes machines to perform additional network communication, which eats away from the reduction in bandwidth from parallelism.
However, the speed up becomes perfect when scaling beyond 2 machines.

7.3

Limitations

While our system performs well when the ratio P is high, the opposite is true when that ratio is
low. When noise queries dominate real ones, it causes our protocol to spend a majority of the time
processing noise queries, which do not have value in of themselves beyond covering the underlying
access patterns. We foresee two scenarios where this may happen that limit the performance of
our protocol. First, when the number of queries is small relative to the size of the underlying
table, the protocol is unlikely to perform well, since that case benefits very little from batching and
amortization. Second, when the privacy parameters are amplified, such that they overwhelm the
ratio P , the protocol exhibits too much load from noise queries, reducing the overall amortization.
Both of these limitations are expected, query loads that have little opportunity for batching are a
better fit for streaming protocols, that process incoming queries on the fly, and privacy setups that
approach having no leakage are better suited for PIR protocols that guarantee perfect security by
default. Finally, increasing the number of parties implicitly increases the amount of noise, since
each party adds noise independently. This compounds with the overhead of having an additional
party in the protocol chain, as shown in Figures 2c and 2f.
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8

Case Study - Route Recommendation

Unlike traditional PIR, differentially private PIR offers security guarantees that are sensitive to
sequential composition. Furthermore, our protocol has several parameters and deployment details
that can be tweaked per application for enhanced performance. We demonstrate how our protocol
can be effectively instantiated for the use case of route recommendation, and how certain lessons
learned from this use case can provide insight into adoption to other applications.
Route recommendation services, such as Google Maps, are extremely popular services with
many millions of clients using them on a daily basis. Existing work attempts to modify graph
algorithms used for route recommendation to provide privacy guarantees, via the use of various
cryptographic constructions, such as secure multi party computation (MPC) [59] and Oblivious
RAM [60]. A different line of work demonstrates that privacy-preserving route recommendation
may be implemented using PIR [12]. This is an attractive alternative: it does not require transforming existing route recommendation algorithms into secure ones, many of which are complex and
proprietary with considerable computational complexity, and thus avoid adding considerable design
burdens and performance overheads. Existing route recommendation algorithms can be used as-is
to generate a routing table, where the keys are pairs of source and destination nodes, and values
are (partial) recommended paths between them. Route recommendation in this scenario becomes
a direct instance of PIR, where clients query this routing table privately to retrieve recommended
routes.
Iterative Querying Storing the entire shortest path in the value column in the table is undesirable. It introduces significant storage overheads, and causes responses to be much larger in size.
Instead, only a few (traditionally one) next hops are stored and returned whenever a client makes
a query. The client can then make follow up queries to reconstruct the remaining path between
the last returned next hop and the original destination. The exact number of hops to store and
return has performance implications. On the one hand, more hops mean fewer iterative queries, on
the other hand, each of these queries, including their corresponding offline stage secrets, becomes
larger. The optimal number of hops to store is likely to depend on the particular deployment
environment, incoming request profiles, financial costs, and latency requirements, and is probably
best found empirically after fixing these constrains.
Composition The number of queries a client consecutively makes may reveal the length of the
recommended path. It is common to require clients to pad that count to the diameter of the map,
by making additional random queries. Let us denote the total number of required queries to reach
the diameter by g. In the worse case, all g of these queries are correlated, the next one picks
up where the previous one left. Furthermore, while these queries are physically separated over
several online stages, they logically constitute a single query. In most applications, it makes sense
to provide privacy guarantees at the level of such logical client query, rather than at the level of
implementation-specific partial queries. This is particularly true in route recommendation, where
learning some information about few of these queries may reveal a lot about the overarching query,
including the destination, bounds on the path length, and partial portions of the shortest path.
Therefore, the noise parameters must be configured to provide (, δ)−differntial privacy at the
level of g correlated queries, rather than only a single one. One way to analyze this is to use
the composition theorem, where the noise added per online stage provides more than the required
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total guarantees locally, such that when g such guarantees are composed, the end total boils down
to (, δ). Alternatively, we can model this by considering neighboring histograms that differ in g
queries, rather than one, when computing the sensitivity.
Table Size Unlike other more direct applications of PIR, route recommendation experiences a
penalty when expressed as a table: while the underlying map may be of size n, the routing table has
size n2 . This additionally implies that our protocol adds noise proportional to O(n2 ) rather than
O(n). Concretely, this means that our protocol is attractive to use for route recommendation when
the number of client queries is large relative to the table size, not the map size. There exists work
in the literature that attempts to mitigate this quadratic overhead, by compressing the table [12],
relying on low-degree geometric shapes to encode regions of the map, or utilizing contracting
hierarchies, where routing is first done at less granular levels (e.g. cities or neighborhood) and then
moved to increased granular levels (e.g zip codes and then street addresses) [61].
Offline and Online Load Balancing Intuitively, route recommendation services experience
most of their load during peak hours, when more people are commuting, rather than during offpeak hours, when traffic is low. It is best to spend the computing resources on online computation
during peak hours, while spending them on offline computation during off-peak hours. Thus, it is
reasonable to pool-in many online computations, about as many as we expect peak hours to have
for the given batching time epoch, into a single offline stage that runs when load is low. Front-end
applications of the service (e.g. the Android Google Maps app) can be given a deadline (e.g. until
midnight every day) to submit anonymous secrets to the service to be used online later that day.
After the deadline passes, the offline stage kicks in while computing on a majority of the service’s
computing resources, with only a reduced amount of resources preserved to process online queries
coming in during those hours. Finally, it makes sense to adjust the batching time interval for the
online stage based on load, to keep latency within reasonable bounds as the load changes through
out the day.
Replication and Scaling Finally, it makes sense to run several instances of the protocol in
parallel, to allow online stages with large batching times to overlap, and provide geo-replication
keeping application servers in close proximity to each other and to their clients. Depending on
setup, this may require additional design effort to determine how anonymous secrets that were
installed during the offline stage of one replica may be used in the online stage of a different replica.

9

Future Work and Extensions

Reducing Noise The applicability of our protocol to any particular use case hinges on the ratio
of real to noise queries, which in our protocol is in the order of |Q|
|T | . Reducing the overall amount
of noise injected into the system can make our protocol more attractive to applications where this
ratio is low. An interesting recent line of work [42, 43] suggests that adding an oblivious shuffling
mechanism to any local-model differentially private protocol provides better differentially private
guarantees than an identically-configured one without. Since we assume that at least one server
is honest and hence acts as an oblivious shuffler, then a tighter analysis of our system will yield
better privacy parameters than the ones we suggest, over the same amount of noise. Alternatively,
we might achieve the same privacy with fewer noise queries.
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Leveraging Honest Clients Another direction for reducing the noise is to consider different
weaker thresholds. Imagine a setup where 2-out-of-m parties are trusted to be honest; it is likely
possible that the same privacy parameters can be met in that setup with each party injecting
a reduced amount of noise. However, this does not immediately follow from the composition
theorem of differential privacy: these 2 honest parties may be separated in the chain by adversarial
parties, whose actions would affect query vectors that consists of a fraction of the total noise
needed for achieving differential privacy. It is unclear to us whether this can be exploited by the
adversary, or whether it is a limitation in the privacy analysis techniques used to reason about such
scenarios. This direction of work may have implications on differential privacy research beyond
PIR. Techniques such as noise verification [23] may be useful here to ensure that noise generated by
an honest server is not tampered with prior to reaching the next honest server. It is worth noting
that in certain setups, our protocol can be demonstrated to be safe while using a fraction of the
total noise per party. For example, if an honest majority of parties is assumed, it is guaranteed
that there will be at least two consecutive honest parties, and thus parties are able to inject half
the total amount of noise each.
Streaming One of the limitations of our system involves needing to batch real queries with fake
ones. A possible extension of the protocol could provide ways to stream queries as they come
without stalling the system. The crux of this problem lies in finding appropriate mechanisms to
streamline noise queries with real ones, while handling frequency and traffic analysis leakage over
time. There is some amount of work in differential privacy literature that explores such streaming
mechanisms [62–65]. This may be complemented with other Mixnet-based techniques, such as
randomly introducing delays to messages as a way to mimic shuffling [66]. This line of work
requires rethinking about time intervals and time delays as additional dimension that needs to be
protected by differential privacy via randomization.
Fairness Another dimension for improvement is providing security up to abort with fairness
guarantees. While there may be inherent limitations to our design, e.g., a server refusing to accept
any queries and thus denying everyone service, it may be possible to improve the criteria upon which
such a server may refuse service, for example, not allowing backend servers to deny service based
on the query values. We foresee that this could be achieved by using techniques from verifiable
mixnets [22], in order to prove that no intermediate server drops messages along the way, and
constructing appropriate zero-knowledge proofs to ensure that the front-end and back-end servers
do not drop messages either.
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A

Simulator Construction

Input: T = K; V , and , δ.
Simulating the Offline Stage: The offline stage has no inputs on the client side, and only needs
access to T, , and δ on the server side. The simulator can simulate this stage perfectly by running
our protocol when simulating honest parties, and invoking the adversary for corrupted ones.
Simulating Client Online Queries: The simulator uses “junk” queries for this simulation. The
actual queries are injected by the simulator later during the query phase.
1. The simulator assigns random query values to each honest client in its head. The simulator
then runs our client protocol for these input query values, providing each client with the
anonymous secrets the simulator selected when simulating that client’s offline phase.
2. The simulator runs the adversary’s code to determine the query message of each corrupted
client.
Simulating Server Online Protocol - First Pass: The simulator goes through the servers in
order, from s1 to sm−1 .
1. If si is corrupted: The simulator runs the adversary on the query vector constructed by
the previous step, which outputs the next query vector.
2. If si is the first non-corrupted server:
• Neither s1 nor the backend are corrupted: The simulator executes step 3 below.
• If s1 is corrupted: The simulator begins by identifying any mishandled honest client
queries in the current query vector. For each honest client query, the simulator looks
for it by its tag, which the simulator knows because she simulated the offline stage of
that client. The simulator validates that the associated tally has the expected value,
furthermore, it checks that the anonymous secret installed at si during the offline stage
match the ones the simulator generated when simulating the client portion of that offline
stage. All of these checks depend on the honest client and honest server si offline state,
which the simulator knows.
If any of tags, tallies, or shares do not match their expected value, or are missing, then the
simulator knows that the adversary has mishandled this client’s query (or corresponding
offline stage) prior to server si . The simulator sends the identities of all such clients to
the ideal functionality (step 1 in F).
• If backend is corrupted: The simulator receives a noised histogram Hhonest from
the ideal functionality. The simulator identifies all honest queries that have not been
mishandled so far. Say there are k such queries. As part of simulating si , the simulator
will replace the tallies of these queries with new tallies, such that the tally of honest
query w ≤ k would reconstruct to the value of the w-th entry in Hhonest , when combined
with the remaining shares that the simulator generated for that client during its offline
stage.
Furthermore, the simulator needs to inject noise queries for si . The simulator chooses
the tallies for these queries so they reconstruct to the remaining values in Hhonest . This
guarantees that all correctly handled honest client queries combined with this server’s
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noise have the distribution Hhonest .
The simulator shuffles the updated query vector and uses it as the output query vector
for this server.
3. If Neither Above Cases are True: The simulator executes our protocol honestly, including
using the same noise queries from the offline stage, to produce the next query vector.
Simulating The Backend: The simulator executes our protocol truthfully, if the backend is not
corrupted, or runs the adversary’s code if the backend is corrupted, and finds the next response
vector.
Simulating Server Online Protocol - Second Pass: The simulator goes through the servers
in reverse order, from sm−1 to s1 .
1. If si is corrupted: The simulator runs the adversary on the current response vector, outputting the next response vector.
2. If si is the first encountered non-corrupted server:
• If the backend is corrupted: The simulator identifies all responses corresponding to
honest queries that were misshandled. The responses do not have tags directly embedded
in them. However, they should be in the same order as the queries at si , which do have
these tags. Furthermore, the correct value of the response is know to the simulator, since
she can compute it using the T , the value of the corresponding query, and the additive
pre-share installed during the offline stage.
The server sends a histogram over the count of these mishandled responses to the ideal
function, grouped by their corresponding query value (step 3 in F).
• If the backend is not corrupted: The simulator executes step 3 below.
3. If si is not corrupted: The simulator identifies all honest queries that were mishandled,
using the same mechansim as above. The simulator ignores mishandled queries that were
detected in either of the two cases above (the special cases of the first server or backend being
corrupted). The simulator only needs to keep count of such mishandled query.
If si is the last honest server, she sends this count to the ideal functionality (step 4 in F).
Simulating Client Online Responses: For every honest client, the simulator checks that her
corresponding response, as outputted by s1 , reconstructs to the expected response value. If the
response does not match, then it could have been mishandled by the adversary earlier, and have
been already identified by the simulator, such responses are ignored.
The remaining mishandled responses must have been mishandled after the last honest server was
simulated. The simulator sends a list of identities of all clients with such responses to the ideal
function (step 5 in F).

B

Proof of Theorem 2

Proof. The view of the adversary consists of all outgoing and incoming messages from an to adversary corrupted parties. We show that these messages are indistinguishable in the real protocol
from their simulator-generated counterparts.
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First, note that all output messages from honest clients in the offline stage are cipher of random
values. This is true in both the real and ideal world, and thus these messages are statistically
indistinguishable. The same is true for messages corresponding to noise anonymous secrets created
by an honest server. The adversary only receives such messages in the offline protocol, and therefore
behaves identically in both real and ideal worlds.
We argue about the online stage in two cases:
Case 1: The backend server sm is honest.
1. The access patterns are not part of the view, and therefore do not need to be simulated.
2. The corrupted clients are simulated perfectly and has identical outgoing message distributions
in the real and ideal worlds.
3. The honest clients are choosing their queries randomly in the ideal world. However, their
messages only include a tag and a tally. The tag is itself selected randomly during the offline
stage, and thus has identical distribution. The tally is indistinguishable from random, regardless of the query it is based on, provided that at least one secret share remains unknown,
by secrecy of our incremental sharing scheme. In particular, the honest server share is computationally indistinguishable to the adversary from any other possible share value, by CPA
security of the onion encryption scheme.
4. The input messages of the first malicious server have indistinguishable distributions in the
real and ideal worlds, and therefore the outgoing messages of that malicious server has indistinguishable distributions, since any honest servers prior to this malicious server are simulated
according to the protocol perfectly. Inductively, this shows that all malicious servers have
indistinguishable distributions during the first pass of the online stage.
5. The backend executes the honest protocol in both worlds. While the backend sees different
distributions in either worlds, since honest clients make random queries when simulated, the
honest protocol is not dependent on that distribution, and only output responses in the form
of secret shares. These secret shares are selected at random during the offline stage by the
client, without knowing the response or the query. Therefore, the output of the backend is
indistinguishable in both worlds.
6. Finally, a similar argument shows that the adversary input and output response vectors are
all indistinguishable from random in both worlds, since the last secret share of honest queries
remains unknown.
Case 2: The backend server sm is corrupted.
1. The access patterns are part of the view, the simulator must yield a view consistent with
them.
2. The outgoing messages of each corrupted client has identical distributions in the real and
ideal worlds.
3. The honest client queries are selected randomly. However, they are secret shared. Their
secret share component (tally) is indistinguishable from random in both worlds, given that
the honest server share is unknown to the adversary. Therefore, their initial tallies are also
indistinguishable (but not the access patterns they induce).
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4. The input vector to the first server has identical distributions in both worlds, if that server
is malicious, then its output vector will also have identical distributions. This argument can
be applied to all malicious servers up to the first honest server.
5. The first honest server retains all queries from malicious servers and clients, and handles
them as our honest protocol would. However, the server discards all client noise and injects
its own queries into it from the provided H. However, this is indistinguishable to the following
server from the case where these queries are handled truthfully: (1) the tag component of the
query is handled honestly (2) the tally component of the honest client queries are the result
of an incremental reconstruction in our protocol, since the server’s share being reconstructed
is unknown, the output of this operation is indistinguishable from random even knowing the
input. (3) the total count of queries induced by H is exactly the count of honest client queries
that this server discards, plus an amount of noise queries sampled according to the honest
noise distribution, this count has the same distribution as the count induced by the honest
protocol.
6. The output of the first honest server is indistinguishable, and all the remaining servers are
simulated truthfully, therefore their outputs are also indistinguishable., up to the backend.
7. The backend server is corrupted, and can reconstruct the access patterns from the input.
However, these access patterns are now indistinguishable between the two worlds, this is
because the access patterns of the secret shared queries as outputted by the first honest
server in both worlds are indistinguishable: they are both equal to H + malicious clients and
servers queries + mishandled queries. The mishandled queries are guaranteed to reconstruct
to random, by our incremental secret sharing non-malleability property, even when their
original queries are different (random in the simulated world).
8. The same argument from Case 1 demonstrates that the view from the second pass of the
online stage is indistinguishable in both worlds.
The only thing that remains is to show that the interactions of the simulator and adversary
with the ideal function F are indistinguishable. There are at most 4 such interactions. All of
these interactions depend on the simulators ability to detect when a query or response has been
mishandled.
A query may be mishandled by (1) corrupting its tag (2) corrupting its tally by setting it to a
value different than the one determined by the associated offline anonymous secrets. Both of these
cases can be checked by the simulator, since she has access to the expected uncorrupted anonymous
secret values created by every honest client and server. Either of these cases result in the query
reconstructing to random, the second case follows from our non-malleability property, the first
induces the following honest server to apply an incorrect share when incrementally reconstructing,
and thus follows from our non-malleability property as well.
On the other hand, a response can be mishandled by (1) corrupting its tally/value (2) corrupting
its relative order within a response vector. The first case arises when an adversary sets the tally value
to one different than the sum of its previous value and additive pre-share from its corresponding
anonymous secret, as well as when a backend server disregards the underlying database, and assigns
a different initial value to a given response. The second case happens when the adversary does not
deshuffle responses with the inverse order of the corresponding shuffle. The simulator can check
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these two cases as well: if a deshuffle was performed correctly, then every response and query at the
same index must correspond to one another, and the simulator can compute the expected value of
that response from its query value, database T , and additive pre-shares. If the response and query
did not match, then either the shuffling or tally computation was corrupted.
We can consider consecutive servers that are adversarially controlled to be a single logical server,
since they can share their state and coordinate without restrictions. For example if the first and
second server are corrupted, the second server can identify the identities of clients of corresponding
to each of its input queries, because the first server can reveal its shuffling order to the second.
Similarly with the backend and previous server. This shows that the correct points to check for
mishandling is when an honest server is encountered, rather than after every malicious server, since
consecutive servers may perform operations that each appear to be mishandling, but consecutively
end up handling queries and responses correctly.
Our simulator does the mishandling checks at the level of an honest server. Furthermore,
the simulator assumes that any mishandling was done according to the strongest identification
method available to the adversary at that point. For example, it assumes that the first server
always mishandles queries based on their clients identities, even though that server may mishandle
queries randomly. In either cases these result in indistinguishable distributions. An adversary that
mishandles queries randomly has the same distribution as a simulator that copies that random
choice and translates it to identities. No server has the capability to mishandle based on both
identity and value, since there must be at least one honest server somewhere between the backend
and first server (including either of them).
Finally, intermediate servers (those surrounded by honest servers on both ends) see only query
and response vectors that have been shuffled honestly by at least one server, and have a random
share applied to their tally by that server as well. So their inputs are indistinguishable from random,
and thus they can only mishandle randomly. The first server (and its adjacent servers) see query
and response vectors whose tallies are random (because at least one share corresponding to them
is unknown), but have a fixed order, since no shuffling has yet occurred, therefore they mishandle
queries based on the order (i.e. client identity) as well as randomly. Lastly, the backend (and its
adjacent servers) see queries and responses that have been shuffled by at least one honest server, but
whose values are revealed, since no shares of these values are unknown. The backend can mishandle
queries based on their known value, but not based on their client identity, since mishandling based
on index/order is identical to mishandling randomly, because the order is random.

C

Proof of Theorem 3

Proof. We define neighboring histograms over access patterns to differ in exactly one query, therefore the sensitivity is 2, since removing a query from a bin in the histogram dictates adding it back
to a different bin. Hence adding noise from Laplace0,2/ constitutes an (, 0)-differentially private
histogram release mechanism, this corresponds to value li in our mechanism from algorithm 6.
Our mechanism selects B such that P rob[li ≤ −B] = P rob[li ≥ B] = 2δ . Note that li0 6= li if
and only if either of these disjoint cases is true, so P rob[li 6= li0 ] = δ. This implies that adding li0
constitute an , δ-differentially private mechanism.
Finally, taking the floor of li0 is equivalent to taking the floor of li0 + c, where c is the true count
of honest queries, since c is guaranteed to be integer. Therefore, floor maintains differential privacy
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by post-processing.

D

Proof of the Incremental Non-Malleability Theorem1

Proof. The dealer possesses h = (x, y) and the incremental reconstruction function is R(l, (x, y)) =
y × l + x mod z.
Our aim is to show that for all l, l0 , x, y and random r, the following two quantities are
statistically indistinguishable:
l, l0 , R(l, (x, y)), R(l0 , (x, y)) ≡ l, l0 , R(l, (x, y)), r
Let us denote g = y × l + x. We want to find x0 , y 0 , such that
x0 × l + y 0 = g mod z
x0 × l0 + y 0 = r mod z
Since z is prime and l 6= l0 , we know there exists exactly one solution:
x0 = (r − g) × (l0 − l)−1 mod z
y 0 = g − (r − g) × (l0 − l)−1 × t mod z
Therefore, even with l, l0 chosen by the adversary, any execution of the ideal dealer corresponds
to a single execution of the real dealer, and vice-versa. Therefore, the adversary cannot distinguish
between the real and ideal worlds.
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